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I n  this peper the structure of a radiative shock wave in viscous compressive thin layer adjacent to the surface 
of a body hes been studied and the expressions for the variations of the quantities through this wave have been 
derived. 
Assuming the occurrence of boundary shock wave as postulated by Martin', Prasad and Rai2 extended 
his results to radiative gases and discussed the properties of radiative boundary shock wave$. Here our 
aim is to obtain the expressions for the variation of quantities through these waves. 
S T R U C T U R E  A N D  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  
Integrating the equations for conservation of mass, momentum and energy in one dimensional steady 
flow in a non-accelerating co-ordinate system2 with the boundary conditions at I 
we get 
pu = constant (3) 
+ q - uf = constant (6 )  
- 
To make the equations dimensionless we define and substitute the dependent variables. 
and a new independent variable 
x 
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With the assumption F,. = constant, is proportional to k since Cp is constant. Then from equations 
(4) and (5) 
and the boundary conditions 
In the special ease where we have consider p", = 1, it is convenient to define 
1 
so that 
where k = ko $ kr. Purther ddning 
e = Z - L a  
the equation (9) can be written as 
,- - 
de 
where by definition 0 = 0 at g! =:O end from the boundarg conditions (10) - at +- 0 as g! -r m. The only 
possible solution is obviously 
Hence equations (12) and (14) give 
8 4 (Y - 1)  MZb 
7 -. - M2,b 1 (16) 
and 
qo = u7 (17) 
Putting Y = 6/8, Oh, =&, illb = 1, Mrb = 2 in equation (8)  we get after simple-algebraic rnmiip&tiod. 
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where by definition 
i i = l  as f + O  (19) 
and 
Since the roots of 
o.001;~- 0.011;~ 77 0~77u~-0*272e63 + 0.8572 - 1*646;+ 0.742 = 0 (21) 
are all real, integrating equation (18) in the usual manner and applying the condition (19) we gel 
- el - e9 
(el-- e,) ) (el- %I ..... (el- e,) (es - el) (ep - eg).  . . . . .(ea - eel 
Solving the equation (21) numerically the most physically significant root comes out to be 0 -  60. Evidently 
when>= 1, t+O and when%=0.60, [+m. For values of; between 1 and 0.60, takes steadily large 
values. There is no need of finding the vaI6es of [ correspondng to i greater than 1 and negative values of 
since they are inconsistant with the physical problem under consideration. Keeping in miod that 
-- - 
the corresponding values of p, T and 'j; are giyen in the table 1 and the v a r i a t i o ~  of these quantities with 
f are plotted in figure 1. 
Fig. 1-Variation of preseure, density, temperature & ~ e l ~ i f y  within radiative b o ~ n d w  #hock for 
' 5 1 - 
* = 3' Ma=l,  C, =- MI* = 2 ,  Pt= 1. 2 * 
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